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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
With Vehron we offer a single
cryptocurrency to serve as a mesh
for global cryptos into mainstream
payments with everyone given equal
opportunity to own, and earn Vehron
tokens.

ARCHITECTURE
• Ticker: RIV
• Token type: Polygon
Network and Vehron
Protocol (OWN
BLOCKCHAIN)

• ICO token Price
Private Sale: 1RIV =

1. Vehron
Credit
Network
Blockchain-based technologies and cryptocurrencies have the potential to make the world of
finance to be secured, fast, and become a tool
for wealth creation and distribution on a global scale. This helps to reduce the rate of unemployment, poverty, and much more if appropriately implemented and distributed. However, to
this day, no consensus-backed digital currency
has been able to gain mainstream adoption and
appeal the mass market until Vehron.

$0.212

• ICO token Price Seed
Sale: 1RIV = $0.127
• Fundraising Goal:
600,000,000 RIV token

• Total tokens:
2,000,000,000,000

• Token Role: Utility,
Staking, Governance

1.1. A Brief on Vehron
Vehron Decentralized Apps and Exchange Module
expedites instant payments, transfers and swaps
on multiple chains, executing peer to peer transactions with no third party issuing free 100 RIV
coins to everyone globally.
Vehron is a full suite DeFi platform built on the Ethereum blockchain and Vehron DEX, offering a variety of
unique decentralized peer-to-peer financial products. We aim to be a complete DeFi experience where
you can trade cryptocurrencies, tokenized stocks, futures, and NFTs. Vehron is designed to be the intended cryptocurrency with a primary mission to make
crypto mainstream in the global economic marketplace starting with Africa. With a wallet designed with
morph capabilities, the Vehron token and wallets will
serve its users complete financial need of managing
and spending fiat and crypto through a single portal
with an array of products to make physical, every digital financial assets.

?

1.2. Problem Statement
Bitcoin has established itself as the «digital gold», and Ethereum has proved to be an efficient platform for token crowd sales. However, there is no current standard cryptocurrency used for the
regular exchange of value in the daily lives of ordinary people. The blockchain ecosystem needs a
decentralized counterpart to everyday money — a truly mass-market cryptocurrency connecting
people, connecting financial services, connecting currencies, anytime, anywhere for everyone.
Knowing that Africans and most third world countries are 2 decades behind technology and digital
innovation, the need for a native crypto token within these economies will level the opportunities
and benefits that come with owning or using a cryptocurrency.
Aimed at being the currency of the internet, a decentralized value powered by the people has left
the crypto space to become the same problem it aimed to solve. Very difficult to get and own especially by third world enthusiasts and very expensive to join the race.

1.3. The Vehron Coin
“A new distributed ledger that doesn’t need the miners, the electricity, or the transaction fees to really
have a protocol, a technology that is going to be production-ready and that billions of users, including
machines and humans, are able to utilize and benefit
from,”

A new distributed ledger that
doesn’t need the miners, the
electricity, or the transaction
fees to really have a protocol,
a technology that is going to
be production-ready and that
billions of users, including
machines and humans, are
able to utilize and benefit
from.

Conceived with the mission to become the “New World
Currency”, Vehron is the utitlity token design to become the standard for equally distributed value with
the mass population all owning and using a single currency as a value of exchange. No more exchange fees,
no more friction, no more delays; a single instant access for the global community as intended; the
currency for the digital man.
The Vehron coin is the first cryptocurrency stablecoin that automatically and passively provides
users with the opportunity to earn yield while sitting in their crypto wallets. Users do not need to
stake/unstake or provide liquidity to earn yields across underlying DeFi protocols.
In many markets, the US and Europe especially have seen a growing base of thousands of crypto currency and crypto exchanges all fighting within a single space leaving Africa and third world

1.4. The Vehron Blockchain
Because the existing blockchain alternatives do not have the features to take cryptocurrency mainstream, we wanted to design a system that is capable of maintaining the speed and scalability needed for mass adoption. This led to the design of the Vehron Credit Network; a fast, scalable, zero gas
fee and flexible blockchain architecture that consist of a master chain and up to 292 accompanying
blockchain.
Vehron network is a blockchain-based platform that supports its own cryptocurrency (Vehron)
and enables the development of digital assets and smart contracts. Vehron aims to automate the
management of digital assets through the use of smart contracts, with the eventual aim of building
a distributed network-based smart economy system. With the Vehron blockchain, our vision is to
create smart assets and iOTs leading to the establishment of smart cities.
Below are some notable design choices that allow the VEHRON Blockchain to process millions of
transactions per second

INFINITE SHARDING PARADIGM
To achieve scalability, Vehron has built-in support for sharding: Vehron
blockchains can automatically split and merge to accommodate changes
in load. This means that new blocks are always generated quickly and the
absence of long queues helps keep transaction costs low, even if some of the
services using the platform become massively popular.

INSTANT HYPERCUBE ROUTING
Vehron blockchain uses smart routing mechanisms to ensure that
transactions between any two blockchains will always be processed swiftly,
regardless of the size of the system. The time needed to pass information
between Vehron blockchains grows logarithmically with their number, so
scaling to even millions of chains will allow them all to communicate at top

PROOF-OF-STAKE APPROACH
Vehron uses a Proof-of-Stake approach in which processing nodes
(«validators») deposit stakes to guarantee their dependability and reach
consensus through a variant of the Byzantine Fault Tolerant protocol.
This allows Vehron to focus the computing power of its nodes on handling
transactions and smart contracts, further increasing speed and efficiency.

2-D DISTRIBUTED LEDGERS
Vehron can grow new valid blocks on top of any blocks that were proven to
be incorrect to avoid unnecessary forks. This self-healing mechanism saves
resources and guarantees that valid transactions will not be discarded due to
unrelated errors.

PROOF-OF-STAKE SMART CONTRACTS

Vehron maintains a clear distinction from other standard blockchain platforms in its focus on being
regulatory-compliant. While digitized assets and smart contracts are popular on other blockchain
platforms like Ethereum, the third key feature “digital identity” separates Vehron from the rest.
Every individual, business, or other entity operating on the Vehron platform is required to have
a unique digital identity that can be verified. People, businesses, and projects have the option to
transact among themselves only if the other party has the required identity, which makes the Vehron
network regulatory compliant.

1.5. Vehron Key Features
Tokens

a secured BSC utility tokens

Coin to be built on the Vehron owned
blockchain

Wallet (have a secured mobile and cold
wallet to store your money)
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THE VEHRON WALLET

2. The Vehron Wallet
Payments: make payments for
anything in fait or tokens in one click with
your Vehron wallet.

Exchange, IDO and Swap:
receive, buy, sell and swap crypto and fait

All in one crypto spending
Buy, sell and store crypto
Fait to crypto / Stable coins

currencies in one click.

Withdraw / Deposit
Remittance:

sends and receives
fait or tokens. Do instant peer-2-peer
transactions globally with one click.

NFT Marketplace: NFT portfolio

No kyc for buying or
exchange of coins/tokens

cross collateralized with trading platform.

No wallet data storage

Cards

Secured crypto app:

(Goodbye plastic, hello metal!,
Titanium metal cards for Elite members.)

sign up

with just username and phone number, no
storage, 24hr self-delete, etc.

2.1. Feature Role Out
We will enter the market with features and products in the following order:

ICO platform and sale

Vehron Pay

Smart contract and token
deployment

Vehron exchange and
Trading (DEX, Spot trading, Futures,
Margin trading, anonymous instant
exchange, etc)

Crypto wallet (Support Vehron,
BTC, Eth, Dodgecoin, LTC, BNC, NOE,
Stable coins etc)

Remittance

NFT marketplace

And more...

To the Vehron wallet and Vehron exchange more coins will be added over time based on their community, credibility, user base and liquidity. It will be wise to join us now especially if you have any coin
you want to be listed on our exchange later on.

2.2. What does Vehron do?
Vehron can power several applications that offer a variety of features:

Currency

Smart contracts

With a cryptocurrency
wallet, you can use Vehron
to send or receive the coin
or transfer it in exchange for
goods and services.

Smart contracts are apps
that automatically execute
the terms of the contract
when its conditions have
been fulfilled.

Decentralized
finance

Digital apps

With Vehron, you can
create and use permissionless payments, ones that
can avoid centralized or
government control.

Besides its other functions,
Vehron supports the
development of a range of
other apps, including games,
investing, social media and
more.

Non-fungible
tokens (NFTs)
Often associated with digital
art, NFTs can be powered
with Vehron, allowing artists
and others to sell them to
consumers.

Proof of history
approach
In addition to a proof
of stake approach to
validate transactions,
Vehron timestamps them,
eliminating the ability to
re-order transactions to
a validator’s advantage.
This helps make Vehron
a “censorship-resistant”
network.

Again, think of Vehron as a token that can power various apps rather than merely as a currency
that transfers monetary value from one person to another.

2.3. ICO
2.3.1. ICO Overview
While working on the Vehron blockchain to run the Vehron cryptocurrency (RIV) to run a global crypto bank and ecosystem with mainstream applications, at this stage of development we will deploy
the Vehron ICO platform and wallet service that comes with the payment service; and this currency
will feed the transactional fees. This platform will be released ending Q1 2022. And we will keep
building the Vehron ecosystem in the future.
This document highlights the key stages and features of Vehron within the Vehron blockchain
and the future trajectories with which our products will be developed. In advance to their use within
the Vehron blockchain and multiverse, Vehron is offering payment of 100,000,000,000 RIV tokens at
the initial market value of 1 RIV = $0.85.

2.3.2. Implementation and ICO sale Strategy
The Vehron c0781 ATM machine is an advanced biometric ATM system that will serve as an instant
cash (fiat) dispenser and currency converter to store and withdraw money from Users’ accounts,
setup across every city in every region where users of Vehron resides,… and that means everywhere
and users can access their money user their Vehron Apps, Vehron accessories and Vehron cards.
We approximate a total of 200,000 Vehron ATMs set up within the first 3 years of operations starting
in 37 cities in 20 countries across 5 continents.

Biometric ATMs are self-service cash machines that use a biometric measure to identify customers and allow them to withdraw cash. The biometric check may be the only customer identifier
used, or it may be used in conjunction with another format, such as a payment card, a mobile device or an additional security credential, such as a PIN. The biometric measures used will generally
include palm or finger vein print biometrics, although they may also include other functionalities
such as iris recognition.

2.3.3. The ICO and Schedule
The ICO will be done in BNB, BTC, ETH and Fiat on Vehron exchange, multiple exchanges and IDO
around the world.

DATE

13th December 2021
6th January 2022

TASKS

Start of Vehron Project
6th January 2022
Complete whitepaper draft and circulation to potential angel investors

DATE

TASKS

19th March 2022

Social media campaign and Vehron Communities set up

21st March 2022

Announce Vehron ICO plan and general PR

11th March 2022

ICO sales and IDO listings begins

21st July 2022

Token listing on exchanges

28th July 2022

Vehron Blockchain network development begins

113th May 2022

Vehron V1.0 go live. Active trading, use of wallet, Vehron exchange

6th September 2022

NFTs, NFT exchange and Metaverse begins

21st September 2022

ICO ends or whenever the coins for the first round finishes

Post ICO

Next steps

Investors will receive their
Vehron tokes 7 working days
after final ICO sale stage
closes.

2.4. Issues in current ATM networks

ATM Card frauds

Use of ATM card
duplicators

Inability to trace
the wrongful
users

Card sharing by
family and friends

ATM PINs can be
shared on phone
or recorded using
secret cameras

2.5. Biometric ATMs solve these issues & offer
Single/Multi factor
Biometric Authentication:

Cardless Authentication

Fingerprint, Iris, Face, Pal vein

Vehron exchange and
Trading (DEX, Spot trading, Futures,

Vehron exchange and
Trading: Card + PIN + Biometrics
Online or offline
Authentication using
smart cards

Margin trading, anonymous instant
exchange, etc)

Biometrics is a combination
of a card or PIN

It is vital to the mission of Vehron that the ecosystem is controlled by every single stakeholder using the Vehron decentralized services. That means every smartphone owner using Vehron contributes to the existence of a global network with each device serving as a block-system connected to
one another linked to the Vehron ATM all efficiently working as a well-polished machine. With a fully
functioning reward-based referral system, every single user within the Vehron ecosystem automatically becomes a marketer, influencer and agent.
Africa presently has over 30 million cryptocurrency consumers with 1/3rd of this coming from
Nigeria and South Africa. The penetration of cryptocurrency in Africa has seen an uprise in the past
5 years making Africa the new frontier for cryptocurrencies. Yet Africa lacks a dominant cryptocurrency leading this sphere as usual placing Africa behind in global evolutionary trends. Well at least
until now, until Vehron.

i.

Our primary vision is to empower the growing African youth unemployed population
which will require us to launch across major cities and universities across Africa.

ii.

Offer a promo incentive during the seed round funding to double 100% the tokens
bought by anyone for the first 1 million tokens.

iii.
iv.

Offer the first 100,000 subscribers 30 RIV tokens each

Publicize as the leading African crypto for global mainstream consumption
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THE VEHRON APP

3. The Vehron App
Using blockchain technology, the Vehron app is a decentralized secured application that serves
as a wallet and interfaces with the Vehron Credit Network. A simplified and easily operable application that permits instant transactions from payments, p2p remittance, currency swaps and
exchanges, secured chats, etc. with an easily navigable dashboard system to manage and earn
RIV coins.

AUTH/CLEARING/
SETTLEMENT

WALLET APP

GLOBAL PAYMENT
NETWORK

STATE CHANNEL

STK token to enable & fund

MERCHANT
(PAYMENT TERMINAL)

LIQUIDITY POOL
+
EXCHANGE DESK

BLOCKCHAIN

Biometric
signup/log
in (Iris and
Fingerprint
scan)

Direct
verification

Simple
futuristic
Design

Seamless
global
transactions

3.1. The Vehron Account Service
The mission of Vehron is to create a global ecosystem of digital currency consumers easing transactions and financial communications within local and global economies at a very low to zero transaction charge. This requires us to design an easy access crypto access procedure for easy onboarding with a secured registration and login system.
To this, we go with a full biometric registration procedure using both Iris and Fingerprint authentication issuing every human a unique account ID code logged in a secured cloud-based database
system using their phone’s cameras and fingerprint sensors as registration processors.

3.1.1. Unique registration

i.

The user opens Vehron app on her phone.

ii.

The phone camera scans the user’s facial ID and locally computes the user’s biometric

hash.

iii.

The phone uses the user’s fingerprint to create an account linked to the Facial ID

hash

iv.

The system sends a signed message containing the hashed public key and the
biometric hash to the sign-up sequencer node.

v.

The sequencer node verifies the device’s signature, and then checks if the biometric
hash does not match any already in the database. If the uniqueness check passes, the
biometric hash and the public key are saved and the user account is created.

iv.

The user is then granted access to the app and wallet services where they can update
their personal data in their individually unique accounts.

3.1.2. Claim Credit Reward
The User clicks on the “Claim Credit” ;

i

The user enters the mobile number and confirms SMS code;

ii
iii

The app uses Semaphore to prove that it owns the private counterpart to one public key registered in Phase 1;

iv

The proof is sent again to the sequencer, which verifies it and initiates the deposit
of tokens to the provided wallet address;

iv

A so-called nullifier is sent along with the proof and ensures the user cannot claim
the reward twice.

Those two steps - decoupled by the zero-knowledge proof - enable a biometric-based Proof-of-Personhood without linking user accounts to biometric data.

v

VALID BIOMETRIC
AUTHENTCATION

IRISHASH AND WALLET
ACTIVATION

v
VERIFY USER
AND SEND TO
VERIFIER

ISSUE REWARD
TO VERFIED
USERS

VERIFY AND CLAIM CREDIT

3.2. First Free Coin Release and Distribution
As our mission is to make the world cryptocurrency-friendly and start a global equal distribution and
ownership of the Vehron coins, we will start distribution of the first 20% of the total initial supply of
the Vehron coin in forty days (40) days after the seed round of investments.
This will total a free distribution of 40,000,000 VRN coins at initial ownership of 100 coins per
person. This means 400,000 people will each hold 100 Vehron tokens each to be released after the
first round of ICO sales slated for the end of the first quarter of 2022, i.e. late March 2022.
3.2.1. How it will work
The free coin distribution will take place on two faces:
•

The smartphone User will create a free verified account

•

The User provide an active ZuumPay wallet account ID

3.2.2. Distributors
The distribution of the Vehron tokens globally will be handled by strategically partnering with different tech startups across Africa and the world, use their database of users and directly connect
them to Vehron. Below is a starter list of distributors;

ZuumPay Financial
services

Aleigro Technologies

3.3. Devices Supported
Our mission is to ensure that every smartphone owner and internet subscriber should be able to
share in the global profits and wealth distribution that comes with launching Vehron and the Vehron
blockchain. To draw us closer to this mission we will support;

Web-based platform

Android native client

PC and Linux native

iOS native client

Rest APIs

clients

3.4. The Vehron Ecosystem and Products

Vehron Coin
Vehron Academy

Vehron Finance

Vehron Charity

NFTs

Launchpad

Vehron Blockchain Network

Zionsville Metaverse

Vehron Wallet

Vehron Exchange

3.5. Account Privacy
Vehron inherits Ethereum’s privacy model: accounts are pseudonymous and transactions are public. Crucially, Vehron accounts are never associated with any biometric data from the User’s smartphone. Zero-knowledge proofs (ZKPs) are the enabling technology behind this privacy-preserving
biometric approach. We use the open-source Semaphore zero-knowledge proof system to transfer
the uniqueness of Biometric hash to the uniqueness of user accounts, without linking them.

3.6. Client Onboarding
What we have done is simplified the way we get clients unto the Vehron ecosystem. Using a biometric hash to uniquely identify every single user ensuring no 2 accounts can have a single user, the
onboarding process is designed to be both secure and interesting.

les
3.7. Registration

1.

Direct registration: this is when a first-time user is creating their account for the first

time

iv.

Airdrop Claim: every user must provide their ZuumPay ID (the global financial counter
app) before claiming their 100VRN tokens

SIGN UP
VEHRON
REWARD
ZUUMPAY

VEHRON WALLET

4
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4. The Market
In 1999, Yu Pan, one of PayPal’s original co-founders conceived of creating “the new world currency”,
complete with interest yielding strategies and debit cards without having to connect to traditional
banking systems.
As of January 2021 there were 4.66 billion active internet users worldwide - 59.5 percent of the
global population. Of this total, 92.6 percent (4.32 billion) accessed the internet via mobile devices.
And Africa saw over 531 million active mobile internet subscribers by the end of 2020.
Now the mission of Vehron is to create a financially connected world in which every smartphone
owner and internet subscriber will automatically own, manage and spend money over a decentralized protocol within a single ecosystem.
Cryptocurrency adoption is growing around the world. As of 2021, we estimated global crypto ownership rates at an average of 3.9%, with over 300 million crypto users worldwide. And over
18,000 businesses are already accepting cryptocurrency payments. Between 2012 and 2021, the
price of Bitcoin has increased by over 540,000%.
Now that the knowledge of blockchain and cryptocurrencies has become a global idea, ne bloomers, third world countries and Gen Xers find it difficult to catch up and even access or own cryptocurrencies that have widespread adoption seeing as most of 4000+ cryptos are niche service offers.

4.1. Vehron Use Case
The mission of Vehron is to leverage the present awareness of blockchain and cryptocurrency in the
world today that was absent some five, ten years ago when the whole crypto saga began. The difficulties and limitations that come from accessing or owning cryptocurrencies today widen the gap
between the rich, middle class and the poor living the ownership of more than 93% of the circulating
cryptocurrency in the hands of less than 5% of the total population. With Vehron we are shifting to
make crypto mainstream thus making wealth creation and distribution a must and an equal opportunity. Vehron will serve in diverse markets, industries and communities;
•

Mobile and online payments for goods and services

•

Cross border payments and remittances

•

In-store payments

•

Trading and exchange

•

Health and insurance

•

Transport and logistics

•

Wealth creation and ownership

•

As an investment tool (store of value)

•

The currency of the Vehron Blockchain

4.2. Vehron Tokenomics
What we want to do is build and distribute a new and last crypto coin that will be globally inclusive
regardless of the owner’s location or status which will ease global commerce, increase wealth creation and ensure wealth distribution globally.
Vehron will start with a total of 200 million VRN tokens built on the Ethereum ERC20 blockchain
which will be distributed across the different stakeholders to ensure global reach and fulfilment of
the Vehron token which will be distributed as follows:
•

Ticker: RIV Token type: Polygon Network and Vehron Protocol (OWN BLOCKCHAIN)

•

ICO token Price Seed Sale: 1RIV = $0.127

•

ICO token Price Private Sale: 1RIV = $0.212

•

Fundraising Goal: 600,000,000 RIV token

•

Total tokens: 2,000,000,000,000

•

Token Role: Utility, Staking, Governance

Security
•

70% of the public sale goes for liquidity

•

Vehron will have a locked liquidity

•

Audit report will be made available as soon as possible

•

World-class blockchain developers and team member’s setup

SEED ROUND:
110 months vesting, 10% release at TGE (Token Generation Event), then
unlock with a given rate in each month.

PRIVATE SALE:
10 months vesting, 15% release at TGE (Token Generation Event), then unlock
with a given rate in each month.

STAGE ONE:
12 months vesting, 15% release at TGE (Token Generation Event), then unlock
with a given rate in each month.

STAGE TWO:
100% release at TGE (Token Generation Event).

DEV VESTING:
2 years vesting, lock in first 1 years, unlock in 2nd year - equivalently in 12
months.

TECHNICAL :
18 months vesting, lock in first 12 months, then unlock equivalently in 12
months.

ADVISOR:
2 years vesting, lock in first 1 years, unlock in 2nd year - equivalently in 12
months.

MARKETING:
2 years vesting, lock in first 1 years, then unlock equivalently in 12 months.

MIN-MAX
TOTAL

TIMESTAMP

AMOUNT ($)

3,000 – 250,000

25-03-2022

2,550,000

20% unlocked

500 – 100,000

10-04-2022

6,500,000

10

Fully unlocked

0.0

20-04-2022

17,000,000

Stage One

10

Unlocked at
listing

500 – 250,000

21-04-2022

17,000,000

Stage Two

7

Locked till
listing

TBA

21-06-2022

TBA

Second
Release

10

Locked

500 – 250,000

20-06-2022

17,000,000

Stage Three

5

Locked till
listing

TBA

21-09-2022

TBA

Marketing

10

30% unlocked

N/A

N/A

N/A

Token reserve

12

Fully unlocked

N/A

N/A

N/A

Advisors

5

Locked 12
months

N/A

N/A

N/A

Team

8

Locked 12
months

N/A

N/A

N/A

%

STATUS

Seed round

3

Unlocked at
listing

Private sale

5

First Release

Founders

%

STATUS

15

Locked 12
months

MIN-MAX
TOTAL

TIMESTAMP

AMOUNT ($)

N/A

N/A

N/A

4.3. Fund Distribution
Building Vehron
blockchain,
products and
platform

15%

5%

25%

10%

2

Marketing,
Sales and
PR

25%

Insurance
of funds and
reserve

Liquidity of the
Vehron token

Operation
and
execution

4.4. Token Vesting schedule

TIMELINE

SETUP

First release

12 months vesting, 10% release at TGE (Token Generation Event), then unlock
with a given rate in each month

Seed sale

10 months vesting, 15% release at TGE (Token Generation Event), then unlock
with a given rate in each month

Private sale

9 months vesting, 15% release at TGE (Token Generation Event), then unlock
with a given rate in each month

Stage one

100% release at TGE (Token Generation Event)

Stage two

100% release at TGE (Token Generation Event)

Second
release

12 months vesting, 10% release at TGE (Token Generation Event), then unlock
with a given rate in each month

Stage three

100% release at TGE (Token Generation Event)

Marketing

2 years vesting, lock in first 1 years, then unlock equivalently in 12 months

Team

2 years vesting, lock in first 1 years, unlock in 2nd year - equivalently in 12
months

Advisors

18 months vesting, lock in first 6 months, then unlock equivalently in 12
months

Founders

3 years vesting, lock in first 2 years, unlock in 3rd year - equivalently in 12
months
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The vision is to have the Vehron tokens and services fully
operational by the third quarter of 2022 and should had
completed its first four rounds of funding making ample
resources full Vehron protocol implementation and hardware
products

5. Roadmap
Q4 NOV 2021
VEHRON CONCEPT AND PLANNING

•

•

•

•

System research and
design begins
Whitepaper and start of
ICO platform

Q2 MAY 2022
DEVELOPMENT OF VEHRON BEGINS

•

Architectural
Infrastructure plan
created

•

Whitepaper, and start of
website development

•

Design Market Strategy

•

Test ICO platform

•

Implement roadmap

Draft and Design of
Tokenomics
ICO stage setup

Q3 SEPT 2022
ICO PLATFORM FINAL TEST

•

Releasing function

•

Creating Vehron Tokens

•

Vehron wallet design
starts

•

Launch of whitepaper

•

Impementing polygon
contract

•

ICO plan and setup

Q4 NOV 2022
ANNOUNCE PROJECT AND ICO SALES

•

Vehron community and
ecosystem

•

Development of Vehron
wallet begins

•

ICO Seed and Private sale
begins

•

ICO Pre-Sale
Announcements

•

First release of RIV tokens

Q1 JAN 2023
VEHRON GLOBAL NETWORK BEGINS

•

Presale begins

•

Vehron DEX and
Launchpad dev begins

•

Exchange Listings begins

•

ICO Public Sale
announcements

•

Vehron wallet test begins

•

RIV share distribution

DEC 2022 - JAN 2023
MARKETING AND COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

•

ICO Public pre-sale
announcement

•

Updating the Vehron
Wallet Features and
DApps

•

Developing the Vehron
Blockchain begins

•

Setup Currency List

Q3 MAY 2023
LIVE AIDROP MODULE ON VEHRON APPS/ WALLETS

•

Second release begins

•

Vehron Prometheus chain development and Testing

•

Zionsville, Vehron Exchange and NFT Introduction

•

Exchange listing and pairing

•

Adding crypto chains to the Vehron wallet

•

Creating currency conveter

•

Distribution to first 4M subscribers
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C HAPTER 6

TEAM

6. Team
Founder
Ndamo Ndamo Israel, Founder and CEO, Blockchain expert, Tech Entrepreneur,
Business Developer.
Vehron is founded by Ndamo Ndamo as chief vision officer and project developer.
N Agbor Franklen Ayuk,
Tambe Helen
co-founder, CTO and lead
engineer (Blockchain, Java,
Kotlin, NodeJS, C#, Solidity,
Python),

Nzonda Fotsing
Head of marketing and business development, with a
team of 9 with 6 engineers, an
accountant and marketers.

Mbofung Javans Voyui

Chief Business Officer

Nanfack Takoutsi Yvan Romaric
Graphic Designer, UI/UX Designer, Frontend Developer.

Camilla Leathisia
TSEM-TSEM

Communication Officer
Accountant

Anthony Carlton

Engr. Kati Alfred

Advisor

Advisor

Dave Leavey
Advisor

KEMDJI

Socials

https://www.vehron.io

https://t.me/vehron

support@vehron.io

+237 673 9 2 70 46

https://twitter.com/

https://www.linkedin.com/

VehronOfficial?t=EMaf6C8c-

company/vehron-official

2tqCAjwVyhLRw&s=09

https://www.vehron.io

https://www.vehron.io

https://www.reddit.com/u/
Vehron_Official?utm_
medium=android_
app&utm_source=share

vehronofficial

vehronofficial

Disclaimer
PLEASE READ THE ENTIRETY OF THIS “DISCLAIMER” SECTION CAREFULLY. NOTHING HEREIN CONSTITUTES LEGAL,
FINANCIAL, BUSINESS OR TAX ADVICE AND YOU SHOULD CONSULT YOUR OWN LEGAL, FINANCIAL, TAX OR OTHER
PROFESSIONAL ADVISOR(S) BEFORE ENGAGING IN ANY ACTIVITY IN CONNECTION HEREWITH BEFORE ENGAGING WITH
VEHRON. THE SERVICES DO NOT CONSTITUTE INVESTMENT ADVICE. HOLDING, BUYING OR SELLING VEHRON TOKENS
(“RIV”) OR ANY OTHER DIGITAL CURRENCIES MAY NOT BE PERMITTED WHERE YOU LIVE, AND IT IS YOUR RESPONSIBILITY
TO COMPLY WITH ALL LOCAL, STATE, NATIONAL, AND INTERNATIONAL LAWS, RULES, AND REGULATIONS
APPLICABLE TO YOU (“LAWS”)… NEITHER THE “PEOPLE’S GLOBAL CORPORATION” (THE COMPANY), VEHRON, OR ANY
OF THE PROJECT TEAM MEMBERS (THE VEHRON TEAM) WHO HAVE WORKED ON THE VEHRON PLATFORM (AS DEFINED
HEREIN) OR PROJECT TO DEVELOP THE VEHRON WEBSITES, APPS, AND SERVICES IN ANY WAY WHATSOEVER, ANY
DISTRIBUTOR/VENDOR OF VEHRON TOKENS (THE DISTRIBUTOR), NOR ANY SERVICE PROVIDER SHALL BE LIABLE FOR
ANY KIND OF DIRECT OR INDIRECT DAMAGE OR LOSS WHATSOEVER WHICH YOU MAY SUFFER IN CONNECTION WITH
ACCESSING THIS WHITEPAPER, THE WEBSITE AT https://www.vehron.io (THE WEBSITE) OR ANY OTHER WEBSITES OR
MATERIALS PUBLISHED BY THE COMPANY.

All rights reserved. Access is prohibited for Belarus, the Central African Republic, the Democratic
Republic of Congo, the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, Crimea, Cuba, Iran, Libya, Somalia,
Sudan, South Sudan, Syria, Thailand, UK, USA, Yemen, Zimbabwe, China, Japan and any other
jurisdiction in which accessing or using this website is prohibited.

